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Design and Development of Cable Driven Upper
Limb Exoskeleton for Arm Rehabilitation

M.R Stalin John, Nirmal Thomas, V.P.R.Sivakumar,

Abstract—this paper describes the design and kinematic analysis of a 5 DOF upper limb powered robotic exoskeleton for rehabilitation of
the patients who survived stroke and the elderly who do not have enough strength to move their limbs freely. It was observed that the existing
upper extremity exoskeletons were bulky and heavy which made them limited to applications and the complexity of the system increases
with the number of DOF's considered. Therapies in rehabilitation process doesn't require much complex designs. This create a need to
develop an exoskeleton which is economical, light weight device to provide more dexterity than the existing one. The proposed wearable
exoskeleton builds upon our research experience in wire driven manipulators and design of rehabilitative systems. The cable drive system
will help in reducing the overall weight of the Exoskeleton. This non-localized actuation system allows the use of more powerful motor
enabling greater lifting strength for the user. The system was designed to create an intention-driven robotic control approach, by which the
exoskeleton can assist the user to move the arm during the rehabilitation process. The cad model of exoskeleton and its fabrication using
light weight material and its kinematic analysis, Simulink simulation are explained in this paper.

Index Terms— Assistive robotics; daily activities; exoskeleton; human arm; upper limb; kinematics; equations of torque; rehabilitation
robotics; CAD model of exoskeleton; design of exoskeleton.
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1 INTRODUCTION
 person with an impaired limb requires constant therapy
to regain strength to perform daily activities such as
holding or shaking hand, griping, pinching, etc. Such

treatment is called rehabilitation [1]. Research states that about
40-50% returns to work after thorough rehabilitation [2] but this
rehabilitation therapy involves a dedicated therapist, enormous
amount of time, money and resources [3]. In this case Robot-
aided physical rehabilitation has been proposed to support the
rehabilitation team in providing high-intensity therapy,
consisting of repetitive movements of the impaired limb [4]-[6].
Robots can allow patients to receive a more effective and stable
rehabilitation process, and therapists to reduce physical
workload. Robots can also offer reliable tools for functional
assessment of patient progress and recovery by measuring
physical parameters, such as speed, direction, and strength of
patient residual voluntary activity [7]. Common architectures
of rehabilitation robots include: end-point manipulators [8], [9]-
[12] cable suspensions [13]-[15] and exoskeletons [16]-[29]. An
exoskeleton for physical rehabilitation is a non-portable
mechanical device that is anthropomorphic in nature, is “worn”
by the user and fits closely to his or her body [29].
A robotic rehabilitation device is attractive since it can
potentially offer uniform performance over longer durations
and provide quantitative outcome measures. Current robotic
rehabilitation devices for the upper extremity can be broadly
classified based on how human subjects interact with the

machine: 1) handle on the end-effector, 2) wearing as an
exoskeleton [30].
In  order  to  assist  physically  disabled  or  elderly  people,  to
increase  the  strength  of  the  upper  limb  and  for  self-
rehabilitation purposes, various upper-limb power-assist
exoskeletons and robots have been developed such as MIT-
Manus [31], MIME [32], ARM-Guide [33], NeRebot [34] and
ARMin [35], Bi-Manu-Track [36],IntelliArm [37], SUEFUL-
7[38], MGA [39, 40], L-Exos [41], RUPERT IV[42], BONES[43],
WOTAS [44], UTS Exoskeleton[45, 46], UL-EXO7 [47], and
Pneu-Wrex [48]. So many exoskeletons existed today can be
viewed from two aspects, mechanical and control system
aspect.  All  of  them  can  work  in  passive  mode,  in  which  the
robotic device moves the patient's arm, and active mode, in
which movement is either partially assisted (voluntary but
inadequate function) or resisted (voluntary and selective
function) by the robotic device [49]. Another possible modality
is bimanual exercise, in which active movement of the
unaffected arm is mirrored by simultaneous passive movement
of  the affected arm by the robotic  device.  Most  of  the robotic
devices were designed for training the proximal upper limb
(shoulder and elbow) of the hemiparetic arm, while few also
included functions dedicated to wrist [50] and hand [51]
rehabilitation, mainly because of their greater complexity.
New research are also ongoing in this field, Yagi [52] discussed
an upper-limb power-assist system to assist workers with
lifting a 30-kg rice bag without inducing lower back pain. The
system used a pneumatic actuator to support shoulder and
elbow movement.. Kai et al [53] has proposed a shoulder
exoskeleton incorporating a compliant continuum mechanism.
This continuum mechanism could passively deform itself to
accommodate different patient anatomies while providing pure
assistances. Hua et al [54] discussed about an experimental
based  design  method  for  a  compatible  3-DOF  shoulder
exoskeleton with an adaptive center of rotation (CoR) by
matching the mechanical CoR with the anatomical CoR to
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reduce human machine interaction forces. Experiment is done
on 6 persons to validate the CoR motion adaptation ability by
measuring the human–machine interaction force during
passive shoulder joint motion. Sunil et al [55] proposed a
natural arm with a goal to make a lightweight and wearable
exoskeleton having 4DOF with shoulder and elbow motions.
Abhishek et al [56] presented the mechanical design of a haptic
arm exoskeleton that balances design tradeoffs inherent in
haptic exoskeleton device design. It can be seen that this
exoskeleton design meets the desired workspace specifications
for all joints except the elbow joint. The device is capable of 90◦
of elbow extension, which is approximately 30◦ less than the
design specification.
Nicola et al [57] discussed about NEUROExos, a novel powered
exoskeleton for elbow rehabilitation. This exoskeleton
possesses three main innovative features: the double-shelled
links, the four DOF passive mechanism and a compliant
antagonistic actuation system.Antonio et al [58] exposed the
mechanical design of the L-Exos, an upper-limb exoskeleton for
force  feedback  in  virtual  environments.  This  system  was
integrated in an experimental set-up for robotic-assisted neuro-
rehabilitation in virtual reality and evaluated on a group of
eight chronic stroke patients in the execution of robotic-assisted
reaching .Hugo et al [59] described about a control method for
a lower limb powered exoskeleton that enables a paraplegic
user to perform sitting, standing, and walking movements. The
different  maneuvers  are  commanded  by  the  user  based  on
postural information measured by the device. Slavka et al [60]
reviewed about commercially available devices, and their
actuation, hardware, and movements they make possible are
described. Ying et al [61] proposed a new approach to estimate
GH-c using measurements of shoulder joint angles and cable
lengths. This helps in locating the GH-c center appropriately
within the kinematic model. As a result, more accurate
kinematic model can be used to improve the training of human
users. Haoyong et al [62] presented a compact compliant force
control actuator design for portable rehabilitation robots to
overcome the performance limitations of current Series Elastic
Actuators (SEA). Zhijun et al [63] studied two surface
electromyogram (sEMG) based control strategies for a power-
assist exoskeleton arm .For this a force control method is used
to make the exoskeleton robot behave like humans in order to
provide better assistance. Kazuo et al [64] analyzed about an
electromyogram (EMG)-based impedance control method for
an upper-limb power-assist exoskeleton robot is proposed to
control the robot in accordance with the user’s motion
intention. Muceli[65] proposed a proportional control strategy
that could be practically applied in amputees for the real-time
control of multiple degrees-of-freedom. Artificial neural
networks were used as the control strategy to estimate the
position of the complex wrist and hand movement. Su [66]
presented electromyogram (EMG)-based neural network
control of an upper-limb power-assist exoskeleton robot, which
could  predict  the  user’s  motion  intention  precisely.  A  four
degrees-of-freedom system actuated by pneumatic muscles on
the shoulder, elbow and wrist was built to assist the patients
with achieving therapy at home or in the clinic [67] which was

safe and easy to use. Rosen [68] constructed an exoskeleton
structure, including two links and two joints, to demonstrate
the feasibility of using an EMG-based control.
Robot-aided rehabilitation is slowly convincing the community
of  therapists  to  be  as  good  as  or  even  better  than  manual
therapy. Powered exoskeletons, despite their higher system
complexity, can provide assistance independently to each
user’s  joint.  This  allows  to  better  retrain  the  correct
physiological muscle-skeletal synergies, minimizing and
controlling any compensatory movement. Most upper-limb
powered exoskeletons are made of bar-shaped links, coupled
with the user's limb segments through multiple orthotic shells
or cuffs. This solution, while simple, introduces problems in
terms of encumbrance, inertia, and kinematic compatibility
with the limb, resulting in a poor wearability of the robot.
These exoskeleton device has a rigid mechanical structure,
which can only lend itself for training purposes. Wearability
and  continuous  use  as  a  support  device  is  not  possible;  most
existing/recent exoskeletons fall under this category and the
final systems still appear to be bulky with actuators and
controllers, other designs have been limited to modeling and
simulation. To make exoskeletons economical, lighter,
wearable, and can provide more dexterity than the existing one
new designs has to be adopted that are cable based. And this
system has to be designed to create an intention-driven robotic
control approach, by which the exoskeleton can assist the user
to move the arm during the rehabilitation process.

2 KINEMATIC ANALYSIS OF UPPER ARM
The kinematic model gives relations between the position and
orientation of the end effector and spatial positions of the joint
– links. Forward kinematics of the exoskeleton is analyzed
using D-H Convection. The exoskeleton is modelled as a chain
of  rigid  links  interconnected  by  revolute  and  /  or  prismatic
joints. To describe the position and orientation of a link in space,
a co-ordinate frame is attached to each link. The position and
orientation  of  frames  relative  to  the  previous  frame  can  be
described by a homogeneous Transformation matrix. Figure 1.1
shows  various  range  of  motion  of  the  arm  when  performing
various tasks.

3 D-H PARAMETER OF THE MODEL
Recently human exoskeleton developers proposed 9

DOF of human arm model to cope with scapular motion. But
here we are assuming for the 5 DOF human arm

1. 3 DOF for shoulder
2. 2 DOF for the elbow

The  first  step  was  to  determine  the  co-ordinates  forms
according  to  D-H  convection  for  the  upper  limb.  In  order  to
allow  for  the  common  base  form  for  both  arm,  the  base
coordinate system (X0, Y0, Z0) was located in the body, midway
between the shoulders.
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Figure 1.1 Different types of Arm Motion [69]

Then in one of  the arm, three frames corresponding to 3DOF
were located at the center of the joint.

· Circumduction (X1, Y1, Z1)
· Adduction – Abduction (X2, Y2, Z2)
· Flexion – Extension (X3, Y3, Z3)

In  the  elbow  there  are  two  frames  corresponding  to  the
following rotation

· Flexion – Extension (X4, Y4, Z4)
· Supination – Pronation (X5, Y5, Z5)

Table 1.1 shows the range of motion of the human arm, for this
project it is assumed that the exoskeleton will also be able to
have the same range of motion.

Table 1.1 Arm Range
Joint βi (Range of motion in degree)
Base 0o
Shoulder (-90o) medial rotation/ later rotation

(+90o)
Shoulder (-180o) abduction/ adduction (+50o)
Shoulder (-180o) flexion/ extension (+80o)
Elbow (-10o) flexion/ extension (+145o)
Elbow (-90o) pronation/ supination (+90o)

Homogeneous Transformation matrix for n links is given by the
Eq. 1.2.

n − 1Tn =

=

cos(θi) − cos(αi) sin(θi) sin(αi) sin(θi) (θi)
sin(θi) cos(αi) cos(θi) − sin(αi) cos(θi) (θi)

0 sin(αi) cos(αi)
0 0 0 1

(1.1)

So  considering  the  D-H  parameter  values  of  the  links  in  the
Table 1.2.

Table 1.2 D-H Parameter of Exoskeleton

Link
Length

Link
Angle

(o)

Joint
Distance

Joint
angle(o)

Links ai αi di θi
1 0 -90 0 θ1
2 0 +90 0 θ2
3 l1 0 0 θ3
4 0 +90 0 θ4
5 l2 +90 0 θ5

Let c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, s1, s2, s3, s4, s5 are given for the following
values

c1 = cos (θ1); s1 = sin (θ1)

c2 = cos (θ2); s2 = sin (θ2)

c3 = cos (θ3); s3 = sin (θ3)

c4 = cos (θ4); s4 = sin (θ4)
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c5 = cos (θ5); s5 = sin (θ5)

Putting first link parameters in homogeneous matrix:

0T1 =

c1 0 −s1 0
s1 0 c1 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 1

                                          (1.2)

Putting Second link parameters in homogeneous matrix:

1T2 =

c2 0 s2 0
s2 0 −c2 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1

                                                 (1.3)

Putting third link parameters in homogeneous matrix:

2T3 =

c3 −s3 0 c3 ∗ l1
s3 c3 0 c3 ∗ l1
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

                                                 (1.4)

Putting fourth link parameters in homogeneous matrix:

3T4 =

c4 0 s4 0
s4 0 −c4 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1

                                                 (1.5)

Putting fifth link parameters in homogeneous matrix:

4T5 =

c5 0 s5 0
s5 0 −c5 0
0 1 0 l2
0 0 0 1

                                                (1.6)

Final transformation matrix (A) is the product of all the five
transformation matrix from Eqs. 1.2 – 1.6.

A = 0T1. 1T2. 2T3. 3T4. 4T5.                                         (1.7)

=

0 0 0 1

                                                   (1.8)

Where

= cos sin t1t2t5 + cos(cos(− sin t1t3 + cos t1t2t3) t4 +
sin(−cossint1t3− cos sint1t2t3) t4) t5           (1.9)

= sin(− sin t1t3 + cos t1t2t3) t4− cos(−cossint1t3−
cos sint1t2t3) t4                         (1.10)

= −cos sint1t2t5 + sin(cos(−sin t1t3 + cos t1t2t3) t4 +
sin(−cossint1t3− cos sint1t2t3) t4) t5 (1.11)

= l2(sin(−sin t1t3 + cos t1t2t3) t4− cos(−cossint1t3 −
cos sint1t2t3) t4) − sint1l1. (cost3) + cos t1t2l1. (cost3)
(1.12)

= sin t1t2t5 + cos(cos(cossint1t3 +
cos sint1t2t3) t4 + sin(cos t1t3− cossin t1t2t3) t4) t5
(1.13)

= sin(cossint1t3 + cos sint1t2t3) t4
− cos(cos t1t3− cossin t1t2t3) t4

(1.14)

= −cossin t1t2t5 + sin(cos(cossint1t3 +
cos sint1t2t3) t4 + sin(cos t1t3− cossin t1t2t3) t4) t5
(1.15)

= l2(sin(cossint1t3 + cos sint1t2t3) t4− cos(cos t1t3−
cossin t1t2t3) t4) + cost1l1. (cost3) + cossint1t2l1. (cost3)
(1.16)

= cossint2t5 + cos(−cos sint2t3t4 +
        sin t2t3t4) t5                                       (1.17)

= −2cossin t2t3t4                                               (1.18)

= −cos t2t5 + sin(−cos sint2t3t4 + sin t2t3t4) t5
(1.19)

= −2cosl2sin t2t3t4− sint2l1. (cost3)              (1.20)

Final X, Y and Z coordinates of the end with respect to base
frame can be obtained from x, y, z values and orientation of the
end link is obtained form n, o, a values. Values of each element
in the transformation matrix (A) is given from Eqs. 1.9 - 1.20.

4 TORQUE CALCULATION
Torque calculation for the exoskeleton is done by considering
an average person of weight 80kg and height 175cm.From the
mean segmented weight of the body based on the study done
by Plagenhoef.et al for males, we can calculate the weight of the
arm segments [24]. Based on this study Upper arm is 3.25 % of
total body weight and Forearm is 1.87 % of total body weight

H and W are the average height and weight respectively

H = 175 cm

W = 80 kg

Upper arm length (u) of a human of height H and mass W can
be calculated from the Eq. 1.21.

u = 0.186 H                                                                    (1.21)

    = 0.186 x 175

    = 3255 mm
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Forearm length (l) can be calculated from the Eq. 1.22.

l = 0.146 H                                                                                     (1.22)

= 0.146 x 175   = 2555 mm

Total length of the arm (a) can be calculated by the Eq. 1.23.

a = u + l                                           (1.23)

    = 3255 + 2555

  = 5810 mm

Based on Plagenhoef.al study, mass of the upper arm (Wua) and
forearm (Wfa) can be calculated from the Eqs. 1.24 and 1.25.

W = 3.25%W                                          (1.24)

= 3.25% x 80 = 2.6 kg

W  = 1.87%W                                          (1.25)

  = 1.87% x 80 = 1.496 kg

Wtp is the total mass of the arm, using the Eq. 1.26. the total mass
of the arm can be calculated.

W   = W + W                                         (1.26)

= 2.6 + 1.496 = 4.096 kg

Weq is  the  mass  of  the  exoskeleton  in  the  forearm  and  is
assumed to be 2 kg,

W  = 2kg

Wte is  the  total  mass  of  the  forearm  and  exoskeleton,  it  is
calculated using the Eq. 1.27.

W   = W + W = 3.496                                       (1.27)

From  the  Eq.  1.28.  Te  is  the  torque  required  for  elbow
movement with the exoskeleton part.

T     = W  x l                                       (1.28)

 = 3.496 x0.25555 = 0.893 kgm = 89.323 kg cm

Wex is the total mass of the exoskeleton,

W  = 3kg

Wt is the total mass, when exoskeleton is attached to full arm
can be obtained using the Eq. 1.29

W    = W  + W                                                                 (1.29)

         = 3 + 4.096

         = 7.096 kg

Using the Eq. 1.30, Ts is the torque require for the mass Wt

T     = W    x a                                                                (1.30)

         = 7.096 x 0.581

          = 4.122 kg m

          = 412.2 kg cm

Motor selection for the actuation of the exoskeleton is done
based on the torque calculated.

5 SIMULINK SIMMECHANICS
The model of the exoskeleton is implemented in Matlab with
the use of SimMechanics, a toolbox within the Simulink
package. The SimMechanics program scheme having the form
of interconnected blocks shows how the physical components
with geometric and kinematic relationships of the robot are
mutually interconnected. The SimMechanics program enables
one to model mechanical systems by bodies and joints, to
simulate their motion, to change easily the structure, to
optimize system parameters, and to analyze results all within
the Simulink environment. This approach does not require
cumbersome deriving differential equations of the system and
presents an easy and fast way to obtain the dynamic model of
the system and saves time and effort. The blocks have an input
and output and parameters can be given to each block. For each
joints there is axis of rotation and for the bodies it is the mass,
the inertial tensor, the center of mass, body dimensions, and
coordinate system on each end of the body. The Matlab
Simulink model for the exoskeleton is shown in Fig 1.2.This will
help to simulate the motion of the exoskeleton in the virtual
environment and by changing the input parameters of each
block the motion of links can be constrained within the range
and analysis of the exoskeleton can be done.

6 MODELLING AND FABRICATION
Modelling software Solidworks 2014 is used to model the parts
and each parts were created separately with respect to the
different parameters of a human body. The shoulder joint was
given the concept of free movement which can be adjusted by
the  user.  The  whole  structure  is  made  of  which  is  lighter  in
weight and much hardy than any other similar material.

High torque DC geared motor is used for controlling the joint
movements of shoulder griddle, glenohumeral joint, and elbow
joint for gross positioning. For the motion of wrist joint small
DC  servo  motor  is  being  used  for  fine  positioning.  The
exoskeleton,parts as shown in Figs. 1.3. was fabricated from
using Acrylic material and nylon connected using steel links.
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Figure .1.2 Simulink model of the Exoskeleton.

For the actuation of the part, a cable drive system is
provided and the return action is done using tension
spring.

 The  cable  system  will  allow  the  device  motor  to  be
mounted on the user’s back or can be placed separately,
instead of attaching motor directly to the actuated joint.
Thus  the  cable  drive  system  will  help  in  reducing  the
overall weight of the skeleton. This non-localized
actuation system allows the use of more powerful motor
enabling greater lifting strength for the user. The elbow
motor is mounted on the steel link as shown in Fig 1.3
and 1.4. This will help in adjusting the position of the
motor and to optimize the future designs.

Figure 1.3 Fabricated Exoskeleton

Figure 1.4 Cable system for the Exoskeleton

7 CONCLUSION
The  design  and  development  of  the  upper  limb
exoskeleton with 5 DOF is accomplished with
SolidWorks 2014 software and the direct kinematic
models  of  the  prototype  has  been  created  based  on
Denavit-Hatenberg convention. Matlab Simulink model
of the exoskeleton was created for real time simulation.
A flexible cable driven actuation system is used for the
actuation of the elbow part. This cable-driven approach
used  in  the  design  and  can  assist  in  achieving  a
relatively lightweight, high-performance device.
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